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EBD Inc. Mission Statement 

  

Our mission at EBD Inc. is to facilitate and provide an internet presence utilizing a state 

of the art platform where all participants in the Cannabis Industry can educate, 

communicate, market, and do business privately, securely, and safely in a way not 

currently available.  To this end we will create a new Cannabis Industry specific crypto-

currency token.  

 

The Concept 

 

Product/Services Description 

 

EBD Inc. will provide a service to the Cannabis Industry that through its web sites and 

cannabis specific crypto-currency token will allow internet users in the Cannabis 

Industry to become educated, share information, market nationally and internationally, 

form relationships, and transact in private. 

 

Differentiating EBD Inc. 

         

 

 

EBD Inc. will be unique in its approach because it will offer complete privacy to its 

users.  It will also offer a new crypto-currency backed by Block Chain Technology and 

the use of private wallets to enable even more private and secure transactions. 
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The Vision and Goals 

 

 

The vision of EBD Inc. is that the Cannabis Industry will take its rightful place among 

businesses doing unimpeded commerce online. 

 

The goal of EBD Inc. is to lead the way in this effort. 

 

 

Business Description 

 

Products/Services 

   

Two web sites will be developed to serve our target market.   

 

The first will be for the suppliers and consumers of recreational cannabis products 

ranging from flowers, edibles, extracts and concentrates, to manufacturing and lab 

equipment, and paraphernalia.   

 

The second will be for medicinal cannabis where doctors can market their services and 

product availability will be based on the latest research for specific medical needs. 

 

These two web sites together will provide an unprecedented platform for national and 

global marketing with access to the wide ranging sectors of the Cannabis Industry.   

 

 

Creation of a new Cannabis Industry Crypto Currency Token 

 

EBD Inc. will create and oversee the implementation of a new cannabis specific crypto-

currency – the EBDC token.  

 

This will create an additional revenue stream for EBD Inc. while enabling even more 

business to transact online increasing EBD Inc.’s profile and position as a leader 

providing services in the Cannabis Industry. 

 


